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Abstract
This article presents the leg speed variation control using impedance control approach on soft surface displacement motion. One of the
challenging fields of designing a legged robot that can be equipped with adaptation ability is it dynamic control which majorly involved
in interaction with the environment. Numerous researchers have been widely implemented impedance control as dynamic interaction but
less emphasized in adapting soft terrain. Most of the impedance control implementation on the legged robot on rough terrain emphasized
on position changes, and it may not practical for legged robot navigate on the soft terrain. Soft terrain contains different ground stiffness
and medium viscosities. Thus, this study has taken the initiative to propose a speed variation control on a robot’s leg by using a forcebased impedance control approach to increase the leg energy exchanges specifically on foot placement. The proposed control was
validated in actual robot’s leg, and performances show that the energy in the leg increases as the velocity of leg motion increase due to
increase in force feedback while maintaining the shape of the leg motion.
Keywords: Energy; Impedance Control; Legged Robot; Mobile Robot; Speed Variation of Motion.

1. Introduction
Numerous ideas have been introduced and presented to confront
challenges in designing bio-inspired legged robot according to its
needs in the field of applications such as COMET-IV [1], TITANXIII [2], CR200 [3] and HyQ [4]. These are several examples of
successful design robot that comes with different actuation system, legged mechanism, gait pattern as well as adaption to the
environment. Furthermore, these bio-inspired robots are progressively extending their capabilities in the field of application with
many settings including robot-environment interaction (dynamic).
Similar to cases in the manipulator, the legged robot also needs
interaction between its legs and the surrounding environment for
both foot placement and perception, specifically in complex terrain that may have unpredictable obstacles or having variable
ground stiffness. Controlling the impacts during leg landing on the
surface are the key to maintain robot body stability.
Thus, to achieve stability and adaptability of the legged robot
during locomotion, an addition of compliance into motion control
is vital which will allow the legged robot to have compliance
characteristic with the environment. Two options are provided for
the robots to have compliance with the environment, which are
passive and active compliance. Reconstructing the robot structure
especially on the leg design, changing the actuation system of the
leg’s joint or adding compliant devices such as springs and dampers are methods involved in obtaining passive compliance. Contrary to passive compliance, constructing force feedback of end effector or torque feedback on joints of the robot’s leg to control the
system behavior actively are the ways to achieve compliance. For
instances, explicit force control and impedance control [5]. In

explicit or direct force control method, the controller directly
controls the force exerted on the surrounding environment using
force error tracking to achieve desired force feedback. As presented in [6, 7] where both used Proportional, Integral, and Derivative
(PID) closed-loop control in force error tracking in manipulation
systems, thus the system yielded same force as the desired force. It
is different to the impedance control in which the method
emphasizes controlling the force indirectly by regulating the
desired relationship between end-effector force or joint torque of
the leg to the behavior of robot motion where it is adjusting the
mechanical impedance of the end-effector/joint based on the external forces [8].
Moreover, this controller is a framework that commonly used to
offer compliant walking for the legged robot since it is a
combination of control algorithms that capable to deal with both
situations of constraint and free spaces. As the system in free
space, it allows the position control to perform precise trajectory
tracking since there is no interaction with the environment. As the
system in constraint space, the impedance control took place and
behave compliantly to the environment as the interaction occurs.
There are two approaches in designing and implementation of
impedance control; the force-based impedance or position-based
control. Two loops involved in position-based impedance control
structure which are inner position loop and outer force loop. During system at free space, this scheme act as open-loop by executing position control and as the system is in constraint space, the
scheme becoming close loop control allowing force control to be
executed to improve interaction between it end-effector and environment. As reported [9] and [10], each represented hexapod
walking robots and hydraulic quadruped robot respectively are the
examples of a successful legged robot that implemented position-
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based impedance control as active compliance control strategy to
the robot’s legs. On the contrary, the force-based impedance control scheme equipped with an inner-force loop. For example,
LittleDog from Boston Dynamics implemented torque-based impedance control, which also in the same category as force-based
impedance control [11]. Whereas, as reported in [12], a hydraulic
quadruped namely as HyQ was established based on leg’s joint
torque-based impedance control without using any mechanical
compliant, has successfully demonstrated an excellent squat jump
and resonant hopping. MIT Cheetah robot [13] also used the same
approached and able to establish a stable running gait. On the
other hand, COMET IV [14] a hydraulic hexapod used forcebased impedance control to select best step for each of its legs
during locomotion on uneven terrain. Similar to the Weaver,
electric drive hexapod from CSIRO [15] used the same method to
actively leveling its leg while on uneven terrain as well as on the
inclination surface.
As abovementioned, many successful legged robots that implemented impedance control only focusing to dynamically changed
the trajectory during contact with the environment and has been
successfully demonstrated on unstructured terrain while remaining
stable during the walking phase. Moreover, several researchers are
also applying methods above specifically in hydraulic type robot
to achieve desired joint torque or force exerted to the environment
using force correction. Two critical sequences in the robot’s leg
locomotion trajectory are required; lifting and drag sequences. A
legged robot that navigates on soft terrain such as mudflat may
face different ground stiffnesses, and this will require imparting
more force onto environment to overcome the ground stiffness.
Otherwise, the leg may sink into the medium as shown as an
example scenario in Figure 1.
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form whereas section 4 presented and discussed the results obtained for this proposed method.

2. Overview of Mechanism and Kinematics of
Hexaquad Robot’s Leg
Hexaquad, a biomimetic multi-legged robot named after it capabilities to change configuration between hexapod and quadruped
[16], aim to conduct maximum 90 kg payload pick-and-place tasks
and to be operated on the riverbed or seabed. Hexaquad was
inspired by arthropod configuration (hexapod and quadruped capabilities) and peristaltic creatures (body extending/retracting),
where its center set of the leg can move in any direction toward
either two ends pair of the leg during in quadruped mode as portrayed in Figure 2. For each of Hexaquad’s leg, the actuators specifications for each joint are listed in Table 1. The bipolar stepper
motor is set to drive joint 1 while two linear actuator motors drive
joint 2 and 3 of Hexaquad's leg. Moreover, the abilities to transform from foot-to-gripper (FTG) were installed on each of the
leg’s tip and controlled by a tubular actuator motor. The
Hexaquad’s leg was designed with underactuated configuration.
However, since the actuator of each link was influenced by a joint
sensor connected directly to each joint, hence, its orientation is
assumed to be direct actuation with the 3-DOF formation. As illustrated in Figure 3, a1 , a2 and a3 are corresponds to the length
of Link 1, Link 2 and Link 3. As expressed in (1) and (2), by using
Denavit-Hartenberg conversion are used to convert from Cartesian
coordinates into leg’s joints polar coordinates
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Fig. 1: Legged robot walk on the mudflat

Different to lift to swing sequence that requires robot’s leg only to
swing leg toward or outward the robot’s body for the new location
of leg placement, the drag sequence play an important role in
moving the robot’s body from one place to another via imparting
force to the environment. As the ground stiffness increases, it will
result in difficulties for the robot to move since the leg was unable
to overcome the obstacle. For the robot that fails to move, it might
fall to the ground since during this time; the position control is
still completing trajectory tracking and skipping several steps in
sequence due to the mechanical not responding while getting stuck
in the medium. Hence, this paper proposed leg dragging motion
speed control, especially for the electric-driven legged robot by
using force-based impedance control with aim to increase the
speed of the motion based on the force on contact, so that position
control produces a larger control output, u(t) to the electric driven
actuator due to more massive position error. The main objective of
this method is to increase the energy of the leg so that it can overcome the above situation, especially during drag sequence. Section
2 showed an overview of the platform used in this study. Section 3
explained the control scheme and proposed a method for this plat-
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Fig. 2: Hexaquad robot [16]
Table 1: Actuator Specification Configured for Hexaquad Robot
Item
Value
Remarks
Linear actuator Load [N], Voltage Input [V]
200, 12, 2
12 Unit
Current [Amp]
Tubular actuator Load [N], Voltage Input [V]
200,12, 2
6 Unit
Current [Amp]
Bipolar Stepper, Torque [N/m], Voltage Input
54, 4.5, 3
6 Unit
[V] Current [Amp]
Bipolar Stepper Motor (Body) Torque [N/m],
7.2, 24, 3
1 Unit
Voltage Input [V] Current [Amp]
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for the Hexaquad’s leg. During lift to swing sequence, Tswing , the

Z

robot required to lift up the leg and swinging toward the robot
body whereas at dragging sequence, Tdrag , the leg needs to impart-

 2 , 2
 3 , 3

ing force to the environment so that robot can move to another
location. The Cartesian coordinates of the designed motion were
converted using (2) into leg’s joint polar coordinates and feed to
the inner-loop system. Note that, both sequences were designed to
have similar motion speed.
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Fig. 3: Hexaquad’s leg link orientation
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3. The Control Scheme for Hexaquad’s Leg
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(a)

3.1. Inner-Loop System of Hexaquad’s Leg
Each Hexaquad’s leg was designed with the same inner-loop architecture but with different parameters values as shown in Figure
4. The leg ith-joint position control were initially designed with
Proportional Integral Antiwindup with Fuzzy Logic Control (PIAFLC) [17], but later addition of derivative element is added to the
controller to increase precision during walking motion trajectory
tracking. For a successful walking, two primary sequences of
walking were designed; lift to swing and drag. Concerning Figure
5, a walking motion with a semi-circle shaped was designed. The
green arrow showed the direction of the tip of Hexaquad’s leg
movement and a dot indicates the starting point of walking motion
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(b)
Fig. 6: Trajectory tracking (a) Joint 2 (b) Joint 3
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As shown in Figure 5, the designed semi-circle pattern converted
into joint’s polar coordinates by inverse kinematics, only two from
three joints of a Hexaquad’s leg involved in translating the motion
which is joint 2 and joint 3. As generated by inverse kinematics,
the angular input for joint 1 is continuously zero since this joint
significant affect x-axis of the leg whereas joint 2 and joint 3 simultaneously involved in y and z-axis respectively. Concerning the
performance of inner-loop control during trajectory tracking as
shown in Figure 6, the drag sequence is between 1.45 s to 1.9 s
and between 1.9 s to 2.4 s is the swing sequence. As shown in
Figure 6(a), at joint 2, a slight delay occurs at 1.9 s, but overall the
modified PIA-FLC showed an excellent trajectory tracking for
both joints.

3.2. Motion Speed Variation Control using Impedance
Control Approach on Leg Dragging
Aforementioned, leg sank into the medium when it placed on soft
terrain, e.g., mudflat. The leg will encounter difficulties in completing the motion especially during dragging sequence since it
requires more energy to impart force to the muddy medium. Thus,
the impedance control approach is designed for Hexaquad’s leg to
control the energy exchange of the leg with a speed variation of
motion. The controller defined the relationship between force
measured during foot placement and behavior of the leg endeffector ( xyz )ef and its joints (  i ), with i  1...3 . As shown in

used to change leg motion speed,

at dragging sequence only

by changing the motion rate, ΔTdrag. Note that, Fzf  Fzr , the drag
sequence motion rate, ΔTdrag is equal to the swing sequence motion
rate, ΔTswing.

4. Results and Discussions
4.1. Experimental Setup
The first leg of Hexaquad was selected as a platform to implement
and experiment with the proposed motion speed controller. For
safety precautions, an option to manipulate the Fext by giving pressure directly to the first leg’s force sensor using adjustable height
chair as shown in Figure 8, was selected instead of applying the
proposed controller to all Hexaquad’s legs. Given that, Fzr  0
and Fzf  Fext . The position of the chair was fixed, and its surface
is rotatable. Note that, the end effector of Hexaquad’s leg (force
sensor) will be touching the marked red area of the chair as shown
in Figure 9. This setup is to allow the Hexaquad’s leg to complete
the drag phase by pushing the marked area while chair surface
rotates in the direction shown by the red arrow in Figure 9. The
sole objective of this experiment is to observe whether the leg link
speed and energy increase as the force reading increases.

Figure 7, the input signal of impedance control is force error on
the z-axis, e f as in (3) which obtained by comparison between
force sensor reading on the z-axis, Fzf and force reference, Fzr .
Given that, Fzf  Fzr . In the 1980s, Hogan [18] introduced a
system of second-order mass-damping-spring for impedance control that acts as a model reference as in (4),
Direction of
motion

Force sensor,

Fext

Adjustable height chair
Surface of chair act as
soft terrain

Fig. 7: Proposed impedance control for leg speed variation

Fig. 8: Experiment setup

e f  Fzf  Fzr

(3)

|ef |  MΔä+BΔṡ+KΔs

(4)

where M, B, and K corresponds to parameters of mass, damping,
and stiffness. As expressed in (4), Δä, Δṡ and Δs are representing
an acceleration, velocity, and position output states respectively.
Moreover, M is a total weight of the Hexaquad’s leg, whereas B
and K are unknown and tunable parameters. Hence, a damping
ratio with a critically damped case (   1 ) method is used to tune
the parameters based on (5).
B  2 KM

(a)

(b)

(5)

Since (5) expressed the mathematical relationship between three
parameters, therefore, only K required being tuned to regulate the
end-effector impedance behavior based on Fzf . Next, as shown in
Figure 5, the resulting velocity state, Δṡ from impedance control is

(c)

(d)

Fig. 9: Method obtaining force sensor reading; approximately (a) 0 N (b)
40 N (c) 80 N (d) 100 N
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The chair’s cushion act as the soft surface. The experiments parameters were set into two conditions; Fext = 0 N and Fext ≠ 0 N
where both conditions indicate force sensor does not contact with
any surface and contacting with the surface respectively. For Fext ≠
0 N, three set of experiments with different force reading were run
to observe the behavior of the system, especially during drag sequence as shown in Figure 9. In each experiment, the leg movement is repeated for several cycles. On the other hand, in order to
obtain the required external force reading, the height of the chair is
increased during the experiment running until the approximate
force reading achieved.

Fig. 10: Experimental results at drag sequence; (a) Velocity (b) Kinetic
energy

Tdrag

4.2. Experimental Results and Discussion
The performance of leg motion is evaluated by both its velocity
and kinetic energy as shown in Figure 10. The black track
indicates that Fext = 0 N where it does not touch any surface, hence
the velocity and kinetic value are similar to an initial set of the
motion designed. However, as the height of the chair is increasing,
it causing Fext ≠ 0 N due to sensor contacting the surface of the
chair. Three selected reading to represent the effect of increasing
force reading to the motion speed are at 40 N, 80 N and 100 N
which were represented by tracks colored by red, green and blue
respectively. Note that, in order to increase the velocity of the leg
motion, the input trajectory requires to reduce the period of the
sequence or increase the motion rate, ΔT. Thus, for all the experiments, ΔTswing remain the same whereas ΔTdrag changes based on
force reading. Concerning Figure 10(a), during drag sequence
period as marked, the leg speed is increasing from 3.406 cm/s to
10.67 cm/s when external force increases from 0 to 100 N. On the
other hand, the kinetic energy performances show also increasing
when deeper foot to the ground whereby kinetic energy is
increasing from 11.38 J to 146.9 J when force external increasing
g from 0 N to 100 N respectively. The performance has validated
the relationship between the velocity of the leg and its kinetic
energy where the energy of the object increases as the moving
object velocity increases.
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Fig. 11: Effect of velocity correction to the joint 3 of Hexaquad’s leg

Further experimental has been done to indicate the velocity correction on the leg motion. As shown in Figure 11, the black track
represents the initial motion track designed that capable of being
followed by green track since Fext = 0 N in which leg is hanging on
air (no contact with the surface). However, when the leg was set
touching the surface at approximately 100 N, joint 3 of
Hexaquad’s leg was unable to overcome the force acting on the
leg causing the reading deviates from reference track. Thus the
motion a bit disturbed as shown in Figure 11. This situation
occurred due to the insufficient control input current generated by
the position control. This unwanted scenario is not required for
locomotion event. It is different when impedance control was
deployed as shown in Figure 11 whereby the new velocity state
from impedance control able to increase the motion rate, that resulting time reduction the in drag sequence. The dashed black
track showed in Figure 11 indicates the new track to motion as the
dragging period decreases. Also, the blue track showed that the leg
capable of following the motion designed during trajectory tracking without changing the shape of the designed leg motion.

5. Conclusion
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Drag sequence

(a)

The performance of Hexaquad’s leg with proposed speed variation
control using a velocity-based impedance control on the soft
surface is presented. With reference to the experimental results,
the proposed control system is able to change the motion rate of
designed motion instead of re-positioning the leg trajectory. This
performance has increased the overall kinetic energy of the leg to
impart more force to the environment, and this action had
overcome the pressure acting on the leg. Moreover, the results
showed that as the external force on foot increases, the velocity
increases and corrected by impedance control in which Fext ≠ 0 N.
The proposed control strategy is suitable to be deployed when the
legged robot is carrying a different weight of payload during locomotion. For future work, this proposed method will be
integrated with position correction so that it can adapt
unstructured terrain with muddy type medium.
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